In this paper, I analyze the highly heteroglossic lyrical and musical practice of a hip hop group in Hong Kong, 24 Herbs. Through analyzing their multi-voiced translanguaging lyrical poetics, I analyze their 'structure of feeling' (Williams, 1961) and their simultaneously trans-local and local identity in their uniquely postcolonial Hong Kong performance modes. For instance, 'Do you know me' is the name of a new song in 24 Herbs' album in 2011. 'Do you know me' also subtly indexes a familiar expression in streetwise Cantonese 'vulgar speech' ('chou-hau')—'Diu neih louh mei'. This multi-voiced translanguaging not only evokes structures of feelings of both glossy cosmopolitan identities and forceful streetwise local Hong Kong identities, but also destabilizes the conventional boundaries between Cantonese and English, 'low' and 'high' social languages, all in the arty and artful act of hip hop poetic meaning-making. 24 Herbs' hip hop heteroglossic translanguaging practice as both pleasure and public pedagogy is discussed.
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